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"hello. my name's chris. what's yours?

this film was something of an experiment. over the

first lockdown brought about by covid-19 i tried to

put together a new storytelling show. i talked

through ideas, thoughts and stories every week on

twitch to a wonderful bunch of viewers and then did

the show at an outdoor, socially distanced yet

intimate gathering. 

this is a film of that very first performance to a

live physical audience.

this is also a film of one of the first performances

to a live physical audience i had done in nearly six

months...



responsibly staged and filmed outdoors in the natural
born storytellers 'secret garden' in september 2020 to
an audience still socially distancing after thegovernment kind of eased the lockdown rules in the uk
(but before they then confused matters with somenebulous and confusing amendments), i wanted tocapture the performance not only as a document of the
show but also as a kind of time capsule for what liveperformance was like at this point.
ordinarily, the very first performance of a showwouldn't be filmed to then be made available but 2020and its global pandemic had such an impact on theworld that everything changed...



this new paradigm for

live performance and how

it was embraced by

performers and audiences

alike fascinated me.

so i wanted to document

both my own first full

length live performance

after months of nothing

but online shows and how

live entertainment found

itself having to take

faltering steps back

after so long in the

dark...



it felt like the rules had changed and a homemade, diyapproach was how it had to be now. part of me hopes that
spirit continues to be honest, however the world looks at
whichever point in time you are reading this.like every live performer, having to adapt to performing
via webcams on zoom shows was a necessity. but it was fun.
we had to learn a whole new way of performing. returning
to being in front of actual people was an odd feeling and
having such a long time off i'd be running the risk ofbeing incredibly rusty.
but if that were the case, i kind of wanted to capture that
too...

so welcome to my first filmed live show."

- chris stokes, sept 2020



for the last 7 years, natural born storytellers have been

creating fun, supportive and welcoming spaces for anyone

to tell true stories live. beginning in london and slowly

branching out nationwide, these true storytelling

nights are some of the warmest and friendliest spoken

word events around, with an incredible array of

storytelling techniques, styles, subjects and emotions.

this is partly because anyone from the audience is

encouraged to come and tell stories alongside pre-

booked and regular storytellers. seriously, some of the

best stories you could hope to hear.

the weekly natural born storytellers podcast (available

on most podcast platforms) is where to find just a

fraction of these amazing stories and, combined with the

virtual storytelling shows on zoom throughout the

lockdown period, it has allowed natural born

storytellers to reach an international audience.

be sure to visit naturalbornstorytellers.com and sign up

to the mailing list to keep up to date with all the

exciting things we have planned.

and maybe you have a story of your own?
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there are so many people without whom this show and
film just wouldn't have been possible. from inspiration
to additional lines to 'second unit' filming to opening
the show with a bang to simple yet overwhelming
support over the years, i could not have done it
without the following solid gold top drawer heroes...

and my invaluable twitch 'co-writers' and 'virtual pub' mates
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